Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud
Copy, create and anonymize HCM test data in Employee Central

High performance. Delivered.
For more than a decade, the Accenture Software for Human Capital Management (HCM) suite of tried and tested add-on software for HR and Payroll has proven to reduce SAP implementation timelines, simplify SAP upgrades and lower run costs for the business and IT. Now, we are helping human resources teams test in the cloud in a secure and supported way...

Accenture experience and knowledge minimizes risk and drives next-generation software solutions for the cloud.

- **30+ YEAR SAP RELATIONSHIP**
- **1,500+ ON-PREMISE CUSTOMERS**
- **2,650 HCM AND SUCCESSFACTORS RESOURCES**
- **50+ SUCCESSFACTORS PROJECTS**

Accenture has worked with SuccessFactors since the company's inception.

We won SAP's Cloud Co-Innovation Partner of the Year, 2013.

Accenture Software is an early mover in SAP HANA® Cloud Platform apps.

www.accenture.com/hcmcloud
@Accenture_HCM

All trademarks acknowledged.
Accenture Software for Human Capital Management (HCM) helps organizations accelerate and simplify how they run their business in the cloud. We offer high-quality solutions that complement the SuccessFactors suite while enhancing productivity, reducing costs and introducing innovation to improve HR operations. Accenture combines a 30-year relationship with SAP and our proven on-premise HCM solutions. The backing of our global organization means we have unparalleled experience in providing leading-edge software and services for new and emerging technologies such as cloud.

Products in the Accenture Clone and Test family
- Accenture Clone and Test
- Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud
- Accenture Clone and Test Migration Pack
- Accenture Clone and Test Premier
- Accenture Data Comparison Manager
How can we help?

Enhance productivity
Reduce the time it takes to create test data and simplify test and consolidation for more productive HR operations.

Lower costs
Reduce administration efforts with fast-start, cost-effective customization.

Increase compliance
Protect confidential employee information during testing and comply with data protection regulations.

Scale fast
Automate processes to gain agility and free up your HR teams to innovate and grow the business.
Today, each HR professional typically manages a multi-system landscape. Sensitive employee data must be secure, up-to-date and meet regulatory demands. With the SAP HANA® Cloud Platform, working in the cloud means businesses can scale fast and reduce costs. And by adding Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud, HR professionals have the right functionality to test and copy in a safe and secure manner.
Benefits

Fast
Rapid set-up reduces weeks or months to hours or days. Secure data is available fast, freeing up testing time.

Easy
Predefined anonymizing rules simplify set up and run. Copy your data in three steps with this easy to use tool.

Secure
The ability to anonymize data without having to leave SAP’s data centers protects your information.

Flexible
Flexible, practical software and the support of our experienced specialists frees up time for HR teams.

Backed by the knowledge that tests are using authentic employee data, HR executives gain the confidence to take fast, fact-based decisions that realize better business outcomes.
How it works

Whether copying master data within or across SuccessFactors Employee Central instances, Accenture Clone and Test for Cloud copies and anonymizes sensitive employee data.

HR personnel can select particular data sets and safely move those records in the cloud.

Disguising the data helps achieve a high level of anonymity.

Working in the cloud is cost effective and improves business scalability.

Copy
Our product copies data for SuccessFactors Employee Central and our wizard simplifies the copy process.

Anonymize
A predefined set of anonymization rules enhances safety and quality.
About Accenture

Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company, with approximately 319,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries. Combining unparalleled experience, comprehensive capabilities across all industries and business functions, and extensive research on the world’s most successful companies, Accenture collaborates with clients to help them become high-performance businesses and governments. The company generated net revenues of US$30.0 billion for the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 2014. Its home page is www.accenture.com.

Accenture Software combines deep technology acumen with industry knowledge to develop differentiated software products. It offers innovative software-based solutions to enable organizations to meet their business goals and achieve high performance. Its home page is www.accenture.com/software.
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